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Coaches have viable options 
for competition at safety
SPORTS, 2B

@MADISON - The Wisconsin Su-
preme Court has rejected a challenge
to a constitutional amendment known
as Marsy’s Law aimed at expanding
and strengthening the rights of crime
victims.

The 6-1 decision released Tuesday
by the state’s highest court overturned
a Dane County judge’s 2020 ruling that
determined the measure was improp-
erly enacted and should be rescinded.
The court said in its decision the refer-
endum was properly worded and
therefore legally adopted.

Voters adopted what’s known as
Marsy’s Law as an amendment to the
state constitution in April 2020. The
amendment was then challenged by
Wisconsin Justice Initiative, former
state Democratic Sen. Fred Risser of
Madison and defense attorneys Craig
Johnson, Jacqueline Boynton and Je-
rome Buting. 

In the circuit court, Dane County
Judge Frank Remington concluded the
question presented to voters was inex-
act and misleading. He said voters
should have been asked two questions
instead of one so they were aware the
amendment both increased the rights
of victims and diminished the rights of
those accused of crimes, he ruled. That
ruling was appealed.

In December 2021, the District III
Court of Appeals decided it makes
more sense for the issue to go directly
to the Supreme Court, and certifi�ed the
case to the high court. How the issues
are resolved “will have a sweeping ef-
fect on our criminal justice institutions
and those operating within them,” the
Court of Appeals wrote, and so a time-
ly, fi�nal decision would be in every-
one’s interest.

On Tuesday, the state Supreme
Court said the argument put forward
by the plaintiff�s sets a bar for constitu-
tional amendment questions that does
not exist in state law.

“Not a single constitutional amend-
ment in Wisconsin history has ever 

Court rules
Marsy's Law
was properly
worded in
referendum
Molly Beck
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
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See MARSY’S LAW, Page 3A

Well, hot diggity dog. The hot dog on
wheels that’s been relished as the Wie-
nermobile since 1936 has a new name
for the fi�rst time, The Kraft Heinz Com-
pany announced Wednesday. 

Oscar Mayer, which got its start in
the late 1800s, had been headquartered
in Madison for nearly 100 years before
relocating to Chicago in 2015. 

It’s a part of the Kraft Heinz food and
beverage company, which was created
in 2015 through the combination of

Pittsburgh-based Heinz and suburban
Chicago-based Kraft, which was engi-
neered by Warren Buff�ett’s Berkshire
Hathaway and Brazilian investment
fi�rm 3G Capital, according to a previous
Journal Sentinel report.

Here’s what to know, from the Wie-
nermobile’s new name to why its name
was changed: 

What is the Wienermobile’s new
name? 

The Frankmobile

Oscar Mayer
Wienermobile’s name has
changed, for better or wurst

The iconic hot dog on wheels that’s been known as the Wienermobile since 1936
has a new name for the fi�rst time, The Kraft Heinz Company announced
Wednesday. It will now be called the Frankmobile. BUSINESS WIRE

Hannah Kirby
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
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See WIENERMOBILE, Page 3A

LINWOOD - It wasn’t exactly on
whim that John and Cindy Gedritis de-
cided, “Hey, let’s buy some land and
raise a bunch of the largest animals we
can fi�nd.”

But it’s not far from the truth about
how they came to own a 127-acre farm
west of Stevens Point and raise a herd of
bison on it. 

Welcome to the Back In Time Bison
Ranch and the intriguingly unorthodox
retirement for a couple who spent most
of their lives in northern Illinois.

The seed for the bison ranch might
have sprouted quickly, but the soil it was
planted in has been fertile for years and
years. 

This couple’s retirement plan?
Buy some bison, start a ranch 

John and Cindy Gedritis didn’t exactly retire when they moved to Wisconsin from Illinois. They bought a bison ranch near
Stevens Point in 2021. 

Keith Uhlig
Stevens Point Journal
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See PLAN, Page 4A
An American bison is seen at Back in Time Bison Ranch near Stevens Point. 
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